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Introduction 

For the professionals of the health it is indispensable to have a good record that allows to realize a 
collection efficient and ordained as the information of interest, to improve the professional 
communication, to identify answer patterns and to validate the realized work. This study tries to 
constitute a look epistemológica of the conception of registering, based on a process of the 
knowledge between the subject - object cognoscente and a legal formulating, basic document for the 
evaluation, investigation improving the quality of the assistance. 

Targets 
To realize a historical-conceptual review and epistemológica of the activity to register.  
To describe the common criteria in the systems of collection of information cost for the evaluation, 
investigation and the progress of the quality of the service of occupational therapy. 

Methods 
The review incluye:historia of the occupational therapy in papers, ethical and legal aspects. Analysis 
of the concepts epistemológicos in the construction of the activity to register, thinking it like the action 
to look and to store information, from a philosophical look to obtain knowledge. Information system 
based on context of realities, politics and models. 

Results 
Universal standards accepted for official documents exist or of associations, textbooks and 
curricula.Others directed to unify the practice and to describe the acceptable minimums for correct 
papers of the services.There are valid instruments submitted to continuous reviews and contributions 
to obtain a better adaptation versus models or theories,contexts or populations,respecting the frames 
of work,ambiences,systems or institutions. 

Conclusion 
It is important to identify the bases on the available records at present in occupational therapy, as 
regards his history and epistemology.The information record supposes a useful instrument to 
guarantee the welfare quality,a base to construct knowledge and science. 
Contribution to the practice/base evidencial of the occupational therapy 
He supposes a useful review for the professional reflection and a contribution to our identity.It 
provides basic specific information of pursuit of the course and evolution of the users;bearing in mind 
the diversity of needs and limitations of every service or institution and the context of the system 
sociosanitario, to establish rules of record and unification of common,useful and valid criteria for the 
evidence of the procedure. 

 


